The Battle of Lowell

On Saturday, March 11, 1915, the annual war maneuvers of the Lowell Textile Institute were held. The Black Army defended the fort while the Chemists, under the name of the Blue Forces, were the attackers. At 12:15 A.M. Doc. Beattie multiplied over the bridge and up to the iron gates. As the Doc. carried a flag of truce he was allowed to deliver ultimatums of unconditional surrender. Beattie advised the negative, he returned to his superior.

"C. H." Entries and "Jiggy" Ball gave their usual pep talk and all agreed to do it in five. About 11:45 the Chemists were sighted on the upper bank of the river. A few minutes later, and their artillery put over a barrage. Heavy metal such as dye pots and ring stands prevailed, but to no avail. However, the chemical engineers still held an ace in the hole. Chase set off a terre haute bombardon. It blew off the left corner of Southwick Hall, but in the set off the funeral bells of Chace's mortalities. It was the first serious casualty of the day. In the meantime good old Horton rushed impetuously and filled the gap. Skinkle entered a gas attack and Elmer Wells reversed the course. "This" Hindle was on the alert and caught him on an intersection by dropping the asbestos valve on him.

But the tide was soon turned and the shock troops (what a shock) of Leile Ollary finally entered. The heartbroken engineers battled desperatly and the battle swayed back and forth (also the libelians). Eddie Barker and Russ Brown from Everett

(Continued on Page 3)

A doctor recently said that chocolate was a good substitute for beer. We have yet to see the chocolate that will make men like areas in the street at 3:00 A.M. and like "Sweet Alibi." A Seattle, Wash. farmer has just reported that the man who ate this chocolate did not return to his farm, and that the cows were very restless.

"No-Prize" Problem

Q. Why doesn't Horton give a decent lecture?
A. - The printing in the book isn't clear.

Reflections

There was a professor called "Lilnoy." When worried, he'd keep him. But one day the man was起草, hid the draft was too low.

And his end came out Tonight, not too bad.

"Who ever has dared to change the draft?"

Asked of those who were standing near.

The boys met his gaze yet seemed to have no interest in someone the answer was clear.

No answer came to meet his eye. Yet strictly his bill box must have a new year. So off he did run, creating much fun.

For he brought back a rat, shirt that died.

HowLoader did yell and Pete giggled too.

And Emery sat out a bow-boy-boy.

While Pete wiped his eye, and ready to cry.

And Thomas just heavenward flew.

The devil's feet horse with this pink sheet.

And tomorrow we'll have to be more dapper.

But after all is said and done, we know it is all fun.

What ever of jokes you'll have to meet, this is the truth.

They can't be beat.

Mrs. Ansonaso.

Saint Peter was interviewing the face down at the pearly gate: "Did you while on earth, he asked, in deference to petting, smoking, or drinking?"

"Never!" she retorted emphatically.

"Then why haven't you reported it?" asked the good Saint. "You have been dead a long time." (Continued on page 4)

Disassociated Press Bulletins

LOWELL.—The U. S. prohibition of Berlin radials a speaker in Old West. Two noted extremities were found on the premises, Dr. L. A. O. claims he was there in the interest of prohibition, while Doc B— claims he was interested in the beneficent eleemosynary.

BELLINGHAM.—Prof. Wells was found in a dazed condition by the side of a road in the Guildford district. Horton states that he was worried by the loss of a lifetime bolt from the engine.

MARBLEDHED.—Horton Brown

(Continued on Page 2)

ZANGAR (Alias Abrahamsky)

Shoots Down Dye-Lab Twins By Mistake.

While Prexy and the dye-lab twins were sitting in the sun parlor, enjoying the heat of the dye-lab, Abrahamsky managed an attempt to assassinate Prexy. But he does not belong to the rifle club, he was a very poor shot and missed his man. Abrahamsky (alias as he is no man—known, who has been suffering throughout his life with the effects of a bad asthmatic, had a groove against Prexy because he didn't shoot down our institute four days every week.

The twins are now residing at an adventurist bed in the police station. As happened that they were taken by the police, but due to the fact that they had spent many nights in the cells before, they felt right at home and didn't want to move. There is still hope that they won't get through.

Abrahamsky was brought to trial. The lawyer for the defense was Perc Hall, Judge Chambers presiding. The judge, with his usual tact, had a hard time keeping the jury awake. The plaintiff pleaded for leniency, due to the fact that Abrahamsky was declared harmless. He was bound guilty in the fifth degree and sentenced to death.

The great problem confronting Professor Olney is to find someone to fill the position of the "dreadful twin." He has sent out letters to all of the large institutions of the country, but he cannot seem to find a pair of twins to fill all the requirements.

WANTED: Two men who would like to become famous.

QUEST WHO?

Continued, "I'm going to hold a book on the board and converge. You will notice an "alternative" drawing of a French comb which conquerer is in an "incredible" "philosopher." The "philosopher" is encircled by an "immortal." The "immortal" is encircled by a "genius." (Continued on last page)

"People who live in glass houses shouldn't gather rolling moss in a bush."

TEX-KNOCK-RAI

Attempt Made to Assassinate Prexy
Famous Sayings

"EDDIE" BARKER—"All the toasts for a first class family reunion.

"HORSE" BROWN—"Gracious, I'm sixty-five.

"EDDIE" WELLS—"Have it down in your notes, you'll be sure to forget it.

"MILTON" HINGLE—"Play cricket in bed.

"WOODEBERRY" (Big Coota)—"Half a pound of sugar, baby.

"LINDEY" LOWE—"Now, I'll guess to you that you don't understand.

"FAIDY" SUDEN—"Take your time, boss.

"LEG CUSHING—We'll write on the following:"

"HARRY" SLOW—"Try these glasses"

"DOOL" GLEN—"It don't make no difference.

"AF STUART—"Now this is a type of chicken."

"PROF" SHEA—"Guess I'd rest awhile.

How about it, Cab?"

Freshmen Fancies

In case you didn't know: Bing was finally initiated with Dobler. Valentine would enjoy a pipe if Robinson would only stay out of his room. Miss Tyler's great worry is Betty. Bannie is known to prefer the "La Belle Patine" type. Gladlock would like to wander the Clatterton-"Garden." Lincoln is worried over a breach of promise suit, as lady has announced that Allen diKnap is looking for a little Blue Rock in "Intersecting, and How to Draw Them." Bartleby and Cusack think, "Americanäh, thinks Lawrence is a little lull of Heaven. Absurdly, our stockbroker expert will give private lessons. "Embly" still wants you to return her bracelet, Buxton. Ask Father what he saw at Durham. According to Lobato, Bates prefers rocking chairs to stools. Lambert is a "woman's man."

Crawford will give a course in rapid calculation in exchange for a tip on how to learn math. Athletes is still associated with Oly. Ray Keller's friend is looking for his new poodle. John- son is so accounted for that he refuses to talk to the endomody. Standard course for fencing basketball with football. Boggs always takes in a "high class" show when in New York, but we've heard it's Sketchy. It still remains a mystery as to whom the whereabouts of Burrell and Hodgson after a ride match at Durham. Coast has been seen sending to secured corners to read a letter. Bannie claims that Markham is the answer to a brilliant's prayer. Ella Robinson, our noted chemist, claims a record for new stockholder, six positives per dollar. Leonard is part owner of the mighty. Women are supposed to have a case of bingewasting habits in the village of Andover. Ruch still believes in staying in bed until 10:30 A.M. Each morning, including schooldays. Bob Jensen will show his "data" at the Textile. Ben Holcomb was interested, well-part, in the girl in the haunted room. Boggs in room, people. Dismayed,_bit interested in mechanical drawing. Landers is making inquiries about a certain person. Lebut has definitely decided that he will not be a chemist. Georgene really lives at the "T" with about 20 dogs at the Cambrook. Mason de-clares that Weehawken has a population of 1757 people. Robinson and "Tiny" were some basketball players. Urbanetti was awakened by a strange sound one night. It was the farmer under the influence of a quarter-four bit lecture giving a talk unknown to himself. Better not take it, for Burrell or you may get Anthony tangled up in one of the drives.

To the Editors

The husky brain is a wonderful or- gan: it starts working as soon as we wake up in the morning, and never stops until we go to school.

Preceding ex. Practice Football Coach (to players): "Boys another that football develops individually, the initiative, leadership. Now get in there and do exactly as I tell you."—Guest.

Time Out: Rose: "Didn't you ever do anything on teams?"

Clint: "Yes, sir. I bought my radio that way.

What is the Lay Gage of this Hen?"
The Cut Sheet

Disassociated

Press Bulletins

(Continued from Page 1)

was given a purse of gold (Old Gold wrappers) as 29 cents of gratification. During the recent flood Norton and on the Hills Hotel and saved it from being washed away out to sea.

NASHVILLE.—Miss Ruth Festa has been made a charter member of the American Surgical Society. This was due to her knowledge of cate and their treatment.

LOWELL.—W. G. Chase had a narrow escape from speeding time in the lock-up. He was out birding hunting in the Chelmsford district when apprehended. Good friend Danaher furnished satisfactory identification and Bill was released.

MELROSE.—Mr. Hindley is operating a new Dodge. It is furnished with banana seats "duck" and "peace." His headlight is bright from his picture of endorsing "Bill Ovations" Head Tonic.

Tewksbury.—Doc Gies is being held on a charge of slanderous murder. He threw a fresno into a washer when he found him looking at the machine. The Doctor thought he had been found the party who stole the extractor bit.

Delab.—George Shaw is on the list of dead beaters. On a recent Friday he was found carrying a large sum of money in his person. Such men have caused our present disasters.

LOWELL.—A force was created at the school office on a recent Monday night. It was thought that Badger should give them the police for nothing. The yellow shirt now seen on Goo F. is coming considerable comment. Here's the secret: It belongs to Knox but she has allowed it.

The Battle of Lowell

(Continued from Page 11)

of Lowell out of the woodwork. The talented Doc Chapin led an assault on the electric light. Percy Judd was extricated there and when Edith Wells cried "Contact!" Percy threw the switch that annihilated the affair. Doc Chapin maneuvered the command and thus held his clerkship. Mclver felled them with his camera of application of design Bushman and Fidler fell easy victims to Fickett. The office force, under the able leadership of Corporal Fouts, performed hospital work. (More died in the hospital than in the battle, according to statistics.)

The chemists failed to hold their advance at Jimmy Dow and Ross Fox pulled a "good seat" and took the one in the smoking car. Ross Fox sat in a dress room and started to sing. When an inquisitive bartender noticed his head he in the door Jimmy slit them down with an infinitive.

A truce was called and Coolidge acted as intermediary. The horses in the hall made bicycle traffic impossible and he led to his head. Both sides agreed to call off hostilities and recruits to their camps. Gen. Olney addressed a victory while Major Mill held out for the kitten. The war board rescinded a decision. If the decision made a min., Elton will be appropriated to clean up the debris (the infallible).

They're Milder and yet They Satisfy

You get what you want, and you don't have to take what you don't want

It's like this: You don't want a strong, rank cigarette; you don't want one that's tasteless. You want one that lets you know that you are smoking, but you don't want one that's bitie.

Chesterfields are milder... and yet they Satisfy.

Chesterfield

The cigarette that's Milder

the cigarette that TASTES BETTER
FRATERNITIES

OMICRON PI

It seems that there are three girls who live together in Boston, and who are very afraid of the dark on Saturday nights, so our big, brave men, Matthews, goes down to take care of them.

Speaking of weekends, the darling of the house, Nurse, has been spending much of his time with Wiggins at night. He is also working for a detective agency to track down the villain who put the other girl's picture on his desk during the party.

* * *

Corain has got to break up Nancy, fully expected to see her new admirer, who has promised “honey” that till Bill Carter will be back from the trip he will be able to break for Textile on Saturday night.

* * *

We notice that Dave Pitt still has his flat feet.

The fellows who were up at the party are up in arms at the bread. We don't want a little party bread, so we'll wait another day to see what's happened.

Variety in the style of Life, says Lebov. He has furnished scenes for North America, and looks more interested in those in Chicago's territory.

* * *

Cubley-Wally Penny has just discovered that Mollie has no confection. This is a great shock in the music circle with Ronald and Nancy Falls.

* * *

They Robinson are planning to leave for the south the other day. He explained that he has to leave early to work in Toronto all around the year. It seems that Toronto is somewhere between Alaska and the North Pole.

Sdlux has fixed his bedroom rug up so that it looks like a sitting room. He is going to tie his hair up in a ribbon next week.

* * *

Doc Graham still gets those pink letters.

* * *

Sdlux and Lowndes have moved into a room together. Now they will be able to fight in their common room.

* * *

Doc Blackard proved himself to be quite a tennis player. He nearly scores on the turbans, and they move very quickly—very away from him.

* * *

According to Gregory, the boys' blackjack in the world are made in Newhall. That pair Black, the top sleeper of the Dorm, at the Dunstan Mary Yard ships are as good.

DRAUGHTING TOOLS

- The Thompson Hardware Co.
- 254 Merrick Street

VHLOH

DELTA KAPPA PHI

Delphi Kappa Psi, immortalize the selection of the following officers: President—Joseph T. Burzak, Vice-President—Leo A. Morris, Treasurer—Edward J. Delpo, Recording Secretary—Charles L. Baker. Corresponding Secretary—Robert J. Thomas.

The installation on the banquet following which was voted a handsome gift.

Did you see Ruby Chalwell throwing that kiss up over the "Missouri" railing? By the way, are you spending your vacation in Manhattan? Also, why not, Mike, isn't it going to spend him in Beverly.

*k*

Norlund and his girl friend have taken up housekeeping in the city. For proof you've got to check up at the Parker. He is now Professor of Chemistry at L. T. I.

* * *

We have a new counter in the fraternity, brothers. His name is Dion and he is good. Done a hundred mixtures of a few ounces in the mixer to do a good ship.

The "Baron" sure is a hot number at the burlesque. Together with Juevick, who gave his interpretation of New York, later club dancing, kept the boys in a merry mood the entire evening.

* * *

Monteria, the barmaid, knows a new song. He only uses "Till as a Paddle" for some purpose now.

* * *

Rooks has promised to bring his bicycle to the next meeting. Foreman is going to bring his skis and Ruby his guitar. The "Baron," of course, will strap his boots. "Climb" Calloway and better look to his innings when this hot band, together with the Bon R. Side charge which sounds like eight editions of the four Mule brothers, got going.

* * *

Brother "Art" Gallagher gave some pep talk.

* * *

Brother "Art" Gallagher gave some pep talk.

* * *

We wonder how "Dinkle" got along without "Bud" Wilson. "Dink" got away from the game time enough to give her a kiss on the phone. He also had quite a talk with Mary.

* * *

Peterson, J. Harding, 32, and O'Connell, 33, are enjoying the evening with headmaster Wanner 32.

WIT AND NIT

(Continued from Page 3)

* * *

Thirty years ago, how many boys would have a lighter-fishing college affair on the 3 feet 2 inches tall and weight the 109 pounds still today? (4) Charlie Ewell took a talk 456 words in a minute. Ewell Ewell never be a manager of the type, and Eddie Wilson is good at the executive of hand.

Who is the best cricket player?

Eichlmer Parket (4.00 A.M.): Young man, what do you mean by frightening my daughter in at this hour?

Student: "Well, I gotta be in class at 7:10.

LAMINATIONS

My parents got me to smoke, I don't.

No listen to a peaple joke, "I don't.

They told me it was no wish to walk At pretty girls; or, even look Thinking drinking, I don't.

To chase and fight is very wrong, I don't.

Wild boys chase women, wise and other.

I don't kill no girls, not even one-

One thing I don't know how it's done.

You wouldn't think I've had much fun.

We understand that that Lander won't have a think left if that bandanna doesn't stop stealing his things. Last week it was two Pulman towels.

SIGMA OMEGA PSI

Meeting of March 13, 1932

The quartette was occupied with the "Bang," and when President Savoye expressed a solid will going on the left corner of his desk. At the same time the quartette was being revived, Dick Lillibridge with a pull, yanked out, showed otherwise known as a solid will, which he had been carrying in his post leg and tried to forget the approximate horsepower developed by the show. Brother Shaproy rushed into the room followed by Bro. Mandleman and an opera censer for cheesecake in the red room. By this time Brother Shaproy had been revived, by standing on his head, and kicking him in the seat of his pants. Brother Cowan tried to read the minutes but a strong tomato still ensured he can, rap his arm around the neck. He was interrupted at this time with a warrant that the match between Brothers Hovey and Groisman over the gob of who is British Guiana. Brother Shaproy asked for a charity report and suggested that all classes should be suspended. He was heartily applauded. But before he could say a word all hell, and the foot of Brother Grecianus was still in it. That was the formal end of Brother Shaproy's chair and the racket he made was terrible. Brother Preuss suggested that Brother Cobb put his show on again, whereupon all other sight started. But at this juncture everyone had to go. That is, the picket stuff started rolling and the meet up was unfinished closed when ever, Brother Smith's case and the local fire department was established to fire your.

ATTENTION! STATION WOOL

Time is in "Barbary Mystery" at the Monday afternoon at the T. M. This new featured program is thrilling, exciting, and interesting. Recently in "Barbary Mystery" the thrilling mystery is taken directly from the records of the "Yellowstone" at Lowell. Never before has the case been exposed to the public eye, and now they are surrounded to you in all its thrilling action scenes. These programs are sponsored by the manufacturers of world famous "Pineau Wool Products." Don't miss them.

BULLETIN BOARD NOTICE

STUDENT CRUISES

Magazine subscription scholarship workers and crew managers write immediately for the charitable offers of the driving club.

Page Catering Company
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Telephone 475
442 Bridge Street
Lowell, Massachusetts

PHI PSI

Miller is editing a book entitled "Athletes Must Live Right."—really an autobiography.

Clarence Martin Le Bar is being used by Rikhey for infatuation on a patent right.

James Le Bar is trying to cut his hair. We are allowed to quote him as saying: "All for the sake of image."

Hitch has found a place for his mind on the junior basketball team.

Judge Gory is giving the first stump speech in the dean's court.

Morin is a great boy. Know what we say in Texas, Morin.

Bevan has made a house record. Twenty calls in one night and no sale.

Hallbery is now a man without a country. All4oulng vessels take her.

Dolson is watching dentists make money, being interested in that branch of the business.

Little Things Coast

"There's a young woman who makes little things count." What does she do?

"She's an arithmetic in a primary school."

Pedestrians, Builders: Teacher: "Now, James, blame America's personal genius."

"You can't win a bond of a brother: "General Motors."

Wear Clean Clothes Clean Them Offener

YOU CAN'T GO WRONG


BULLETIN BOARD NOTICE

STUDENT CRUISES

Magazine subscription scholarship workers and crew managers write immediately for the charitable offers of the driving club. Can be worked there now and work at Central Station. Permanent positions if experienced. Also summer crews for driving in separate territory. For full details write The Collegiate Scholarship Company, Lowell, Mass.